
 

 
 

  

Day work, traffic changes and parking restrictions to install 
ground monitoring equipment on Balmain Road   

Day work will be carried out on Balmain Road, near the intersection with 
Point Street, to install ground monitoring equipment. This work will 
involve a stop/slow traffic set up and temporary parking restrictions. 

What we're doing 
Tunnelling for the Rozelle Interchange project is underway, and an important part of 
this work involves regularly monitoring the surface for any movement during and 
after excavation. Data is collected from monitoring instruments at fixed points both 
close to and at a distance from the tunnel alignment (to provide broader context) 
including the intersection of Balmain Road and Point Street. Installation of 
monitoring equipment is not an indication that tunnelling for the Rozelle 
Interchange project is occurring at this location.  

From Thursday 24 September to Monday 28 September, excluding the weekend, 
we'll be installing Shape Acceleration Arrays (SAA) on Balmain Road, near the Point 
Street intersection, as shown on the map over the page. SAA is a type of monitoring 
equipment that facilitates automatic and remote data collections and will remain in 
place till project end. 

SSA monitoring equipment consists of a pole measuring approximately 2.5 metres, a 
battery and solar panel as shown in the image below. 
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 When  
Thursday 24 September  
Friday 25 September and 
Monday 28 September 

Hours of operation  
Between 7am and 6pm  

Where  
Balmain Road near the 
intersection with Point Street, 
Lilyfield  

Community Information 
Centre 
We're following the NSW 
Health 'social distancing' 
guidelines and the centre is 
closed until we're able to 

 

 

 

 

 

We speak  
your language 
 

Need an interpreter? 
Call the Translating and  
Interpreting Service on  
131 450. 
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What work is required  
The installation of SAA monitoring equipment will involve trenching the road, excavating the footpath, installing a pole, 
battery and solar panel, running a conduit and cable through trench and commissioning work. The ground is then 
backfilled and reinstated. This activity is expected to take three days to complete on Thursday 24 September, Friday 25 
September and Monday 28 September. 

A temporary work site will be established on Balmain Road for the installation work. The temporary work site will 
demobilise at the end of each day.  

How this affects you 
Temporary on-street parking restrictions (between 3-6 spaces) will be in place along Balmain Road, prior to installation 
work starting from Thursday 24 September and for the duration of the work. Parking will be returned once the work has 
been completed.   

A stop/slow traffic set up will be in place at the intersection of Balmain Road and Point Street during daytime hours. Two-
way traffic will be maintained at the intersection under the direction of traffic control, however, please expect delays when 
travelling in the area.  

Equipment used for this work include, but is not limited to, vacuum trucks, road saw, compactor, assorted power tools, 
hand tools, light vehicles and traffic control. This work is expected to generate high noise, particularly when the vacuum 
truck and raw saw are in use.  

If you have a question about this work, please call 1800 660 248 and ask to speak to a member of the Rozelle Interchange 
community relations team or email info@rozelleinterchange.com.au.  

Approximate work location on Thursday 24 September, Friday 25 September and 
Monday 28 September 

 

 

Legend  

            Work location  

            Two-way traffic maintained 
under the direction of traffic control. 
Please expect delays.  

            Temporary on-street parking 
restrictions  
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